
   . GradethFebruary Exam for 11Mughraby Secondary School                                     -Dalal AL 

Name:……………………………………………………………………………………..       Name of chocolate (for full marks)………………… 

I-Reading (13 marks ) 

 Read the following passage about "GM food "then answer the questions that follow :- 
 
  Genes are like a set of instructions for making a living thing. Flower or elephant, fish or human: they are all what they 

are because of their genes. When scientists found that they could change (or modify) things by taking out or adding 

genes, many new things became possible, including genetically modified (GM) foods and other crops. 

  We can now artificially create plants that produce more food than natural ones, crops that can resist attacks by pests, rice 

that can grow in salty water, crops that work like medicines, and many other amazing things. To some people, this makes 

the future look very exciting. In 20 years’ time, they say, we will all be eating GM food and the global problem of 

starvation will be solved. 

   However, not everybody is so sure that this is a good thing. There are concerns that GM crops could have a disastrous 

effect on agriculture and the environment in general. They might, for example, kill natural plants and take over from 

them. Also, people say that we do not know enough about the effects of GM food on the human body. 

A / Answer the following questions :-( 2 points) 

 1- How could scientists modify things ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 2- What is meant by "gene" ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

B/ Complete the table with arguments from the text:- ( 4 points) 

For GM Food Against GM Food 

  

  

  

  

C / Decide whether these statements  are (true)or(false):- ( 1 point) 

1- GM crops are made naturally.                                                        T / F 

2- Living things are all what they are  because of their genes.           T / F 

D/ Complete the following sentences :- ( 1.5 points) 

1- GM plants are able to ……………………from things that might kill them. 

2- Elephant, flower or human , fish: they are what they are because …………………….. 

3- To optimistic people , the GM food makes the future  looks…………………………. 

E /  Get from the passage:- ( 3.5 points) 

   The meaning of: 

          1. very bad……….            2. certain ……..........       3.  worries…….…… 

The opposite of:                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

         1. defences ………..         2. particular……..….      3. naturally………….          4. consume   …………. 
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F / What do these pronouns and words refer to ? ( 1 point) 

1- they ( line 2) …………………………………..2- ones  (line 5)………………………………….. 

(9marks)Voccabulary–II  

( 4 points)(2) Fill in the gaps using words/phrases in the box below:   

enables   -     well known - yolk   - pests 

1. The yellow part of an egg is ………………. 

2. A giraffe has a long neck, which ………………. it to reach leaves on tall trees. 

3. ………………. are animals or insects harm the crops. 

4-Skespeare is a ………………………………………………….. writer .  

( 5 points) -) Complete the sentences with correct form from words in brackets :3( 

1)Mankind is ________ creature . ( society ) 
 2)_______ has both negative and positive effects all over the world . ( global )  
3)You can't _______ your attitude for all . ( general ) 
 4)In Gaza , we try to _____ other sources of energy . (industry )  
5)Not every _______ style suits you , Be wise in your choice . ( modernize ) 

 

 

(8marks). LanguageIII 

:( 1.5 points)) Choose the best answer4( 
1. One of these verbs is in the future perfect: (will be using – will have used - will be used) 

2. Don't call him, he (will be meeting – will be met – will have met) the new secretary. 

3. While (write – writing – wrote}, the teacher asked him to stop. 

( 2 points) :(5) Use the words/phrases between parentheses  

3. I'm a biologist, I think there are manyanimals will distinct. (speaking….) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. I don’t see the problem. That’s because I am someone who isn’t an expert.(Not+ing….) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

point) 0.5(  (6) Correct one mistake in each of the following sentences: 

1. After use the paper, you can recycle it.………………. 

( 2 points)Correct the verbs between parenthesis-7 

1-In ten years' time I think I ……………………………………...... (work) as a teacher . 

2- Don't call at 8.00 . I ……………………………………………….( have ) dinner .  

3- By April , she ………………………………………… (be ) a nurse .  

4- We ……………………………………………………..( visit ) Europe by next year .   

( 2 points)Fill with the correct preposition  -8 

        of       to        for          in 

 

1-sorry………….……….                                  2- look forward………………          

3- think ……………………                                4- succeed…………..…..           

 

 

 

Good luck 

T. Samah I.A.Mashaikh 

 


